U94 TACTICAL PTT Making Critical Communication Connections
TEA U94 PTT Overview: The U94 PTT from TEA is one of the most rugged and popular single radio push-to-talk switch on the market. Compatible with a wide range
of TEA and other legacy headsets the U94 was designed to meet the needs of some of our most elite customers. TEA can configure the U94 to work with practically any
type of communication device such as standard 2 way radios, dual/multi-talk group radios, mobile phones, computers, vehicle/aircraft/boat ICS and more! Custom
cable lengths are also available.

URBAN VERSION
U94 Single Radio Version

TEA’s GEN2 U94 Push-to-Talk switch is one of the
most popular PTT’s on the market. The U94’s rugged
and contoured design allow it to be easily accommodated onto almost any type of vest or uniform
and features a removable back clip that allows
for right or left side wear. To prevent the ingress
of water or debris into the input socket, the U94
has a protective boot that seals around the
headset connector.

Military Grade
Radio Connector

TEA U94 Push-to-Talks can be
configured to have a ruggedized
auxiliary input port, which is recessed to provide a strong seal,
for connected secondary devices
such as one of TEA’s Auxiliary
Push-to-Talks or an O2 mask
mic. The Auxiliary Input (Part No.
MJ-113C) can be put on single or
dual U94 versions and features
a protective cover when the
input is not in use.

Part No. U94/P3 (as shown)
Part No.
WPC (as shown)

MARITIME VERSION

Recessed
Input Socket

SEE REMOTE PTTS SECTION TO VIEW OUR
REMOTE PUSH-TO-TALK OPTIONS

Standard U94 is IP67 - 1 meter submersible
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U94 H2O Push-to-Talk
Dive in with this fully submersible version
of our U94 PTT. The H20 version is submersible
down to 20 meters and includes the following:
Maritime PTT Cover: This unique cover allows you to
discretely key up on land but rigid enough to ensure the
PTT doesn’t unintentionally transmit when submerged.
Headset Input: The U94 H20 PTT has a proven military
grade input socket that was developed specifically for
operations above and below the surface (even allows
disconnect and reconnect while submerged). When not
in use this PTT features a protection cover to keep debris
and salt built up inside the socket.
Radio Connector: TEA offers a variety of maritime rated
radio connectors including right angle connectors.
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